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Interrogation of gene regulatory circuits in complex
organisms requires precise tools for the selection
of individual cell types and robust methods for
biochemical profiling of target proteins. We have
developed a versatile, tissue-specific binary in vivo
biotinylation system in zebrafish termed biotagging
that uses genetically encoded components to bio-
tinylate target proteins, enabling in-depth genome-
wide analyses of their molecular interactions. Using
tissue-specific drivers and cell-compartment-spe-
cific effector lines, we demonstrate the specificity
of the biotagging toolkit at the biochemical, cellular,
and transcriptional levels. We use biotagging to
characterize the in vivo transcriptional landscape of
migratory neural crest and myocardial cells in
different cellular compartments (ribosomes and
nucleus). These analyses reveal a comprehensive
network of coding and non-coding RNAs and cis-re-
gulatorymodules, demonstrating that tissue-specific
identity is embedded in the nuclear transcriptomes.
By eliminating background inherent to complex em-
bryonic environments, biotagging allows analyses
of molecular interactions at high resolution.INTRODUCTION
Multicellular organisms are a complex mixture of cell types, each
within a unique microenvironment and exposed to different cell
interactions that result in the execution of distinct transcriptional
programs. This complicates analyses of gene regulatory net-
works, since intermingled cell types are often present in small
numbers. Moreover, subcellular RNA localization provides a
supplementary level of control. Such issues highlight the need
for the efficient isolation of defined subcellular compartmentsThis is an open access article under the CC BY-Nof individual cell populations from their in vivo context in the
organism and optimized genome-wide regulatory profiling
protocols applicable to small samples.
Current cell isolation approaches in vertebrates have a
number of drawbacks for such analyses. Laser microdissection
and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) can isolate sub-
populations but require specialized equipment and involve
lengthy processing times, during which cell state and gene
expression can change. Expanding cell numbers in culture is
risky, as the cellular microenvironments are not easily recapitu-
lated in vitro. Isolating subcellular compartments requires
lengthy fractionation procedures that can further alter the sam-
ple or degrade signals. In vivo biotinylation circumvents these
limitations, and a number of strategies have been employed
to isolate subcellular compartments for transcriptional, chro-
matin or proteomic profiling in plants and animals (Amin et al.,
2014; Deal and Henikoff, 2010; Ooi et al., 2010; Steiner et al.,
2012). These approaches involve co-expression of biotin ligase
(BirA) and a biotin acceptor peptide (Avi tag) fused to a protein
of interest (Cronan, 1990; de Boer et al., 2003). Because the
biotin-avidin interaction is one of the strongest non-covalent in-
teractions in nature (Kd 1015), this approach permits strepta-
vidin-based affinity purification of protein targets and their inter-
acting entities (e.g., nucleic acids, proteins, and entire nuclei)
with high stringency.
Isolation of nuclei tagged in specific cell types (INTACT) in-
volves biotinylation of an Avi-tagged fusion protein that binds
to the nuclear envelope for affinity purification of nuclei (Deal
and Henikoff, 2010), allowing active transcriptome profiling and
studies of chromatin features. In vivo biotinylation of Avi-tagged
Rpl10 protein in zebrafish embryos can purify ribosomes via the
translating ribosome affinity purification (TRAP) method (Heiman
et al., 2008) for translational profiling (Housley et al., 2014). A full
understanding of the RNA landscape and its regulation would
require profiles of both subcellular compartments.
We sought to exploit the power of in vivo biotinylation in
zebrafish and generate a genetic binary system for biotin labeling
of subcellular compartments in different tissue-specific con-
texts. To simplify the nomenclature, we collectively termed theCell Reports 19, 425–440, April 11, 2017 ª 2017 The Authors. 425
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labeling, purification, and analysis approach ‘‘biotagging.’’ The
biotagging toolkit consists of two types of transgenic lines:
(1) BirA drivers that express biotin ligase in a tissue-specific
manner and (2) a set of Avi-effectors expressing zebrafish-
compatible versions of Avi-tagged proteins used for INTACT
and TRAP. Combining different biotagging driver and effector
lines, we optimized procedures for specific biotinylation and
stringent isolation of defined subcellular compartments for
cell-type-specific epigenomic, transcriptional, and proteomic
profiling in zebrafish. By comparing genome-wide regulatory
profiles obtained from nuclei and ribosomes in migrating neural
crest (NC), developing myocardium, and whole embryos, we
identified developmentally regulated and tissue- and subcellular
compartment-specific RNAs that include protein coding and
long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) and transposable elements.
Furthermore, we uncovered divergent (bidirectional) transcrip-
tion of active enhancers and promoters.
We establish the utility of the biotagging approach by perform-
ing chromatin accessibility assays and quantitative tissue-spe-
cific analysis of enhancer transcription in the nuclei of migrating
NC, permitting us to identify and rank NC-specific enhancers.
Our results highlight the molecular basis of tissue-specific
gene regulatory networks encrypted in the nuclear transcrip-
tome, revealed by nascent transcription across both coding
and non-coding regions. Our genetic toolkit and analysis pipe-
lines permit investigation of gene regulatory circuits and molec-
ular phenotyping at the systems level in specific cell types in vivo.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Building the Biotagging Toolkit
Drawing on the power of zebrafish genetics, the biotagging
toolkit was created as a modular system, encoding the compo-
nents needed for specific biotinylation in separate transgenic
lines, so it can be tailored to any cell population of interest and
genetic background of choice. Using transposon-mediated
transgenesis and bacterial artificial chromosome/clone (BAC) re-
combineering, we generated sets of biotinylation ‘‘driver’’ lines
(seven tissue-specific and four ubiquitous lines) that reliably ex-
press BirA (Figures 1 and S1; Table S1) and five ‘‘effector’’ lines
expressing Avi-tagged target proteins (Figures 1F, 1F0, and
2; Table S1). When Avi-effector fish are crossed with BirA driver
lines, biotinylation of the target protein occurs only in embryos
that carry both transgenes and only in cells that co-express
both components (Figure 1A).
The biotagging toolkit supports the isolation of nuclei via
INTACT (Deal and Henikoff, 2010) or ribosomes via TRAP (Hei-Figure 1. Genetically Encoded Biotagging Toolkit in Zebrafish
(A) Schematic of the binary transgenic system for cell-type-specific in vivo biotinyla
(B–E) Widefield fluorescent image of biotagging drivers expressing BirA under the
of the transgenic constructs are shown above the images. (B0–E0) Corresponding
arches and hindbrain (white arrow, B), myocardium (white arrow, C), and hindbra
(F) Widefield image of Avi-RanGap(nucAvi) effector with schematic of transgenic
somite.
(G and H) Widefield fluorescent (G) and projection of confocal (H) microscope ima
tol2 containing BAC. Arrow points to otic vesicle, and arrowheads point to midb
Scale bars represent 50 mm (B0–D0) and 20 mm (F0 and H).man et al., 2008; Tryon et al., 2013) through Avi-effector lines
that add an Avi tag and a fluorescent label to each subcellular
compartment. The effectors (nucAvi and riboAvi) use beta-actin2
(bactin) or ubiquitin (ubiq) promoters to drive ubiquitous
expression of a zebrafish-compatible Avi-Cerulean-RanGap or
Avi-Cerulean-Rpl10 fusion protein, tagging the outer nuclear
envelope or ribosomes, respectively (see Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures; Figure S1; Table S1). Imaging of the nucAvi
or riboAvi lines confirmed localization of effector proteins on
nuclei (Figures 1F0, 2C, 2D, 3A, 3B, and S1) or in cytoplasm
(Figures 2E and 2F).
Optimizing and Testing the Biotinylation Parameters of
Biotagging in Zebrafish
To assess the specificity and selectivity of BirA for Avi-tagged
proteins in zebrafish, we performed immunoblotting of protein
extracts of embryos from crosses of NC-specific BirA driver
lines, ncBirA and ncBirA(BAC) (Figures 1B and 1G), with either
the nucAvi(bactin) or riboAvi(ubiq) effector lines. Expression of
BirA in the driver lines did not lead to biotinylation of endogenous
proteins over the background level observed in wild-type em-
bryos (Figures 3C and 3D, lanes 1 and 4), even when BirA was
overexpressed (Figure S2A, lane 2). Similarly, the Avi tag re-
mained non-biotinylated by zebrafish endogenous biotin ligases
(Figure 3C, lane 2). Efficient biotinylation was achieved without
supplementation with biotin in embryos carrying both Avi-
effector and BirA-driver alleles (Figures 3C and 3D). To define
minimal expression requirements for the biotagging approach,
we studied samples that have low expression of either of the
components. We found that a low level of BirA was sufficient
for effective biotinylation, but a low effector level resulted in
decreased biotinylation of the Avi tag (Figure S2).
Isolation of Total RNA from Nuclei and Ribosomes in
Selected Cell Types
Co-expression of BirA and nucAvi or riboAvi enables efficient
isolation of biotinylated nuclei or ribosomes using streptavidin
magnetic beads (Figures 3E–3E0 0; see Experimental Proced-
ures). In a direct comparison of different total RNA isolation pro-
tocols (biotagged nuclei, biotagged ribosomes, and FACS), bio-
tagging the nuclei of NC cells resulted in a 7-fold higher yield
per embryo over the FACS approach; biotagging ribosomes
was 5-fold better (Figure 3F). Bioanalyzer profiles revealed
that nuclear total RNA is distinct from ribosomal and whole-cell
total RNA profiles (Figures 3G–3I), with a broader range of sizes
and a significantly smaller fraction of 18S and 28S rRNAs (Fig-
ure 3G; 5% of total nuclear RNA versus 50% of whole-celltion. BirA drivers are in red and Avi effector lines in blue. POI, protein of interest.
sox10 (B),myl7(C), and zic (D), or ubiquitous (E, bactin) promoters; schematics
confocal images of BirA-equivalent membCherry expression in the pharyngeal
in (white arrow, D).
construct above image. (F0) Confocal image of Avi-RanGap expression in the
ges of ncBirA(BAC) driver with schematic of recombineering BAC cassette and
rain expression.
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Figure 2. Biotagging Avi-Tagged Effectors
(A and B) Schematic of Avi-tagged constructs for generating nuclear effector (nucAvi) (A) and ribosome effector (riboAvi) (B).
(C–F) Confocal 3D projection of nucAvi (C and D) and riboAvi (E and F) expression in the developing inner ear (C and E) and somite (D and F) at 32 hpf. Arrow points
to nucleoli.
(G–I) Confocal 3D projection of BirA driver (G and I in NC; H in myocardium, red) and Avi effector (G,H, nucAvi, and I, riboAvi, blue). Scale bars, 20mm.total RNA) (Barthelson et al., 2007). The striking resemblance be-
tween total RNA profiles from bound (specific) and unbound
(flow-through) nuclei (Figures 3G and 3H) indicates the compre-
hensive cellular lysis and stringency of our optimized nuclear
isolation procedures (see Supplemental Experimental Proced-
ures). Isolated NC nuclei represented 2% of the nuclei from
the whole embryos (based on fluorescence unit [FU] units level
or overall RNA concentration; see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures), which closely corresponds to percentage of NC
cells in the embryo. The distinct RNA contents and high yields
validate the use of biotagging to isolate desired subcellular
compartments.
Genome-wide Analysis Validates Tissue-Specificity of
Biotagging
Profiling nuclear RNA pools provides direct characterization of
the active transcriptome, particularly relevant when studying
gene regulatory circuitry (Mitchell et al., 2012; Zaghlool et al.,
2013). To cross-validate our approach, we compared the
presence of tissue-specific signatures in 26–30 hours post-
fertilization (hpf) myocardial nuclei to whole-embryo nuclei428 Cell Reports 19, 425–440, April 11, 2017(stage-matched controls) isolated from crosses of myoBirA or
ubBirA(bactin) drivers with the nucAvi(bactin) effector (referred
to as myl7 and bactin nuclear datasets). Because many nuclear
RNA species are not polyadenylated, we used ribo-depletion,
rather than poly(A)-based RNA selection, and prepared strand-
specific sequencing libraries (see Experimental Procedures).
Differential expression analysis comparing myl7 and bactin
nuclear samples identified 6,750 differentially expressed genes
(p < 0.05), with 3,715 genes significantly enriched and 3,035
depleted in the myl7 nuclear samples (Figure 4A). Gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) revealed the presence of several
signaling pathways implicated in cardiac development and func-
tion, such as Wnt, cadherin, and Rho GTPase-mediated path-
ways (Figure 4B). The largest node from the GSEA consisted of
76 Wnt pathway genes with the largest edge consisting of
24 cadherin pathway genes (Figure 4B), which is in line with pre-
vious evidence of their involvement in early heart development
(Brade et al., 2006; Gessert and K€uhl, 2010). Statistical over-rep-
resentation analysis of the myl7 dataset reveals enriched gene
ontologies (GOs) of processes related to muscle contraction
and muscle organ and mesoderm development. Furthermore,
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Figure 3. Specific In Vivo Biotinylation of Avi-
Tag Proteins and Purification of Subcellular
Compartments
(A and B) Antibody staining for Avi-RanGap (green)
and HA-BirA (red), with anti-GFP and anti-hemag-
glutinin (anti-HA) antibodies, respectively. In fixed
samples, Avi-RanGap localize more discretely to
the nuclear envelope. Anti-HA staining shows BirA
(red) expressed in both nuclei and cytoplasm of
cells. Scale bars, 20 mm.
(C and D) Streptavidin, anti-GFP, and anti-HA
western blot of nuclear (C) and ribosome (D) extracts
from BirA drivers (ncBirA or ncBirA(BAC)) and Avi-
tagged (nucAvi, C) or (riboAvi, D) effector embryos.
(C) Arrow points to biotinylated Avi-RanGap (C, lane
3), shifted to larger size after biotinylation when
detected with anti-GFP (compare lanes 2 and 3).
(E) Bright-field image of harvested nucleus from
BirA;nucAvi embryos after incubation with strepta-
vidin Dynabeads and isolated by magnetic capture.
(E0) DAPI stained of nucleus in (E). (E0 0) Merge of
images in (E) and (E0).
(F) Quantification of total RNA yield from biotagged
nuclei or ribosomes or FACS isolation protocols
using ncBirA and respective Avi-tagged effectors.
RNA from cellular compartments calculated per 100
embryos. Error bars represent SDs from two
sequenced replicates. Significance calculated using
Student’s t-test (one-tailed, two-sample equal vari-
ance).
(G–K) Representative Bioanalyzer profile of total
RNA extracted from Streptavidin-bound biotagged
nuclei (G), ribosomes (J), flow-through (unbound)
(H and K), and whole embryo (I).enriched protein class GOs included essential regulators of car-
diovascular function such as actin family cytoskeletal proteins,
actin-binding proteins, and G protein modulators (Figure 4C).
Surveying the ZFIN expression database (Bradford et al.,
2011), we found that 357 of 419 annotated myocardial genes
were expressed in the myl7 nuclear datasets at 2 FPKMs or
higher. A statistically significant number of those (133/419,
p < 0.01) were overrepresented in myl7 versus bactin nuclei
(Figures S3A and S3B; Table S2). Differential expression anal-
ysis of themyl7 and migratory NC datasets (17–18 hpf) confirms
their divergence, with known myocardial genes showing enrich-
ment in myl7 nuclei (Figure 4D). Independent assays of RNA
enrichment by qPCR of myl7 nuclei show a 6- to 13-fold enrich-Cment of myocardial genes (Figure S3C).
Biotagging nuclear profiling is highly repro-
ducible, recovering the cardiomyocyte
transcriptional signature with low variance
between replicates (Figure S3).
Strand-Specific Profiling of NC
Nuclear RNA Reveals Pervasive
Transcription at Open Loci and
Cell-Type-Specific Divergent
Transcription
Differential expression of ribo-depleted to-tal RNA from NC and whole-embryo nuclei (16–18 somite stage
[ss]; 17–18 hpf) did not recover a clear NC signature according to
gene models annotated in Ensembl (mostly protein-coding
genes). However, pathways implicated in the formation of NC
derivatives are revealed by differential and GO analyses of nu-
clear poly(A)-selected transcriptomes at a later stage (24 hpf)
(Figure S4). Given that we observed prominent pervasive tran-
scription across the genome in our early NC nuclear datasets,
we reasoned that the less distinct differential expression might
reflect stem-like features of the NC cells at this stage, as stem
cells are characterized by indiscriminate nuclear transcription
(Guenther et al., 2007). To further investigate this hypothesis
and deduce the regulatory architecture that might underlieell Reports 19, 425–440, April 11, 2017 429
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Figure 4. Enrichment of Cell-Type Signature by Biotagging
(A) Volcano plot of differential expression betweenmyl7 and bactin nuclear transcriptomes (p < 0.05; red, enriched; green, decreased inmyl7 samples). Black dots
represent known myocardial genes.
(B) GSEA of genes enriched inmyl7 nuclear dataset. Size of node corresponds to number of genes in each gene set. p values are presented by color saturation.
(legend continued on next page)
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pervasive transcription in early NC, we identified regions of
accessible chromatin by assay for transposase-accessible chro-
matin using sequencing (ATAC-seq) (Buenrostro et al., 2013)
performed on migratory NC cells isolated from ncBirA(BAC) em-
bryos. In addition, we have used TRAP biotagging to analyze the
actively translated fractions of migrating NC cells and stage-
matched controls (crossing the riboAvi effector line with ncBirA(-
BAC) (sox10 ribosome) and ubBirA(bactin) drivers, respectively).
Isolated ribosomal RNA pools were enriched using ribo-deple-
tion and used for construction of strand-specific cDNA libraries.
The presence of short bidirectional transcripts resulting from
divergent transcription initiated within the same genomic region
but in opposite directions is a known hallmark of active pro-
moters (Core et al., 2008; Guenther et al., 2007; Seila et al.,
2008). We used our strand-specific datasets to compare diver-
gent transcription at the active promoters in NC and whole-em-
bryo nuclei. Open promoters (ATAC_TSS set) were defined as
ATAC-seq-positive regions at the 50 end of Ensembl-annotated
zebrafish genes. To account for gene misannotation, we
extended this window by 100 bp from the transcription start sites
(TSSs). Quantification of our transcriptional datasets split by
strands showed that open promoters were indeed pervasively
transcribed (Figures 5A and 5B). In NC nuclear datasets, a ma-
jority of the 16,660 TSS ATAC peaks were transcribed (15,305
on the ‘‘+’’ strand and 15,323 on the ‘‘’’ strand; 92%). The
majority (86%; 14,295) of these exhibited bidirectional tran-
scription (Figure 5B). In contrast, only 62% of the TSS ATAC-
peaks were transcribed in the bactin nuclear datasets (10,414
on the + strand and 10,204 on the  strand) and only 32%
(5,383) were transcribed bidirectionally (Figure 5B). This greater
divergent transcription at TSS in NC nuclei suggests that the un-
differentiated state and broad potential of migratory NC cells
may be sustained by extensively open and transcribed chro-
matin, as proposed for stem cells (Guenther et al., 2007).
k-means clustering using linear normalization of the stranded
transcription in 16–18 ss samples (NC nuclear, NC ribosomal
and bactin nuclear) revealed ten distinct gene clusters with vary-
ing levels of short bidirectional transcripts at open promoters
(Figure S5). Cluster organization reflected the coding strand di-
rection and structural organization of a gene within the analyzed
region of ±1.5 kb from TSS. We identified five clusters that
assembled open promoter elements (TSS ATAC-seq peaks)
and were bidirectionally transcribed in NC nuclei (clusters 1–5;
Figures 5C and 5D). Scatterplot quantification of normalized
counts showed that 55% of these loci (1884/3391 in Cl1-3,
1657/2986 in Cl4-5) were specific to NC nuclear samples and
only 5% (93/1,600 and 68/1,397) to bactin nuclear datasets.
Similarly, comparison of individual enriched clusters (Cl.1-5, Fig-
ures 5E and 5F) highlighted clear differences in their Pearson
correlation coefficients (Ye et al., 2011).
To compare the genes exhibiting bidirectional transcription
and those that do not, we used statistical overrepresentation(C) GO terms for biological processes and protein class enriched in myl7 nucle
respectively. Red text indicates terms related to cardiac function.
(D) Heatmap of top 50 differentially enriched genes in either myl7 (red framed) o
blue-red color key.tests and GO term functional classification. The top enriched
GO terms associating (p < 0.01) to loci with bidirectionally tran-
scribed TSSs included developmental processes such as eye
and sensory organ morphogenesis, neurogenesis, and cellular
differentiation. This is in sharp contrast to the GO terms signifi-
cantly enriched (p < 0.01) for loci not exhibiting bidirectional tran-
scription, which reflect multiple metabolic processes (Figures
S5B and S5C). When ranked according to either protein class
or biological function, themost striking difference found between
these gene clusters was a sharp increase in transcription factors,
including all known bona fide NC and otic placode regulators
among bidirectionally transcribed loci (Figure S5D). These find-
ings are in line with previous suggestions that antisense tran-
scription is associated with promoters of transcriptional regula-
tors (Lepoivre et al., 2013), arising as a consequence of RNA
polymerase II (Pol II) stalling (Core et al., 2008; Nepal et al.,
2013). The presence of poised RNA Pol II at promoters driving
important developmental regulators has been proposed to be
critical for the coordination of transcriptional events during
development, allowing dynamic and rapid gene activation
(Boettiger and Levine, 2009; Gaertner et al., 2012; Zeitlinger
et al., 2007).
Antisense transcripts at divergent promoters undergo nuclear
exosome complex recruitment and degradation once mRNA
transcripts are spliced and stabilized (Andersson et al., 2015;
Preker et al., 2008). Thus, there is a higher chance of detecting
antisense transcripts at newly activated genes than at the TSS
of active loci, where Pol II stalling is thought to be absent
(Hendrix et al., 2008; Zabidi et al., 2015). Interestingly, for
some loci, this analysis revealed pervasive upstream antisense
transcription even in the ribosomal samples, albeit at lower fre-
quencies (clusters 2, 3, and 5; Figures 5C and 5D). We reasoned
that these events most likely correspond to long non-coding
RNAs (lncRNAs) that are preferentially transcribed in the vicinity
of active promoters in antisense orientation (Sigova et al., 2013).
Nuclear Transcriptome Analysis Uncovers NC Cis-
regulatory Elements
Similar to active promoters, associated cis-regulatory elements
are pervasively bidirectionally transcribed, resulting in nuclear-
enriched enhancer RNAs (eRNAs) (Andersson et al., 2014;
Core et al., 2014; De Santa et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2010; Kowalc-
zyk et al., 2012). These short eRNAs are sensitive to degradation
by the nuclear exosome complex, much like the upstream anti-
sense transcripts from divergent promoters of protein-coding
genes (Andersson et al., 2015). Therefore, although promoters
and enhancers share many unifying features (core elements,
divergent transcription, and transcription factor [TF] binding),
the fundamental distinction between them is the greater RNA
stability of post-initiation sense RNA transcripts (Andersson
et al., 2015; Core et al., 2014). Recent studies suggest that
enhancer transcription correlates with outputs from thear dataset compared to bactin nuclear dataset with p < 0.001 and p < 0.01,
r sox10 nuclear samples (green framed). Log2-fold enrichment is presented in
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downstream coding genes and may represent the earliest event
in the gene activation cascade (Arner et al., 2015).
We used our nuclear transcriptome datasets obtained from
NC and whole-embryo nuclei at 17–18 hpf to identify the
ensemble of putative active enhancers coordinating the NC reg-
ulatory program and the associated NC transcriptional signa-
ture. Due to their rapid degradation, eRNAs are usually difficult
to detect in relatively small samples obtained from specific cell
types in vivo. Notably, our nuclear datasets are significantly en-
riched in eRNAs, rendering them ideally suited to this type of
analysis (Figure 6A). We used NC-specific ATAC-seq to delin-
eate a set of putative distal regulatory elements for further anal-
ysis (ATAC_enhancer set), which we defined as extragenic ATAC
peaks that did not overlap with Ensembl-annotated promoter re-
gions or exons. To determine whether NC nuclear transcriptional
profiles exhibit tissue-specific patterns of enhancer transcription
and identify putative cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), we have
applied the k-means clustering algorithm to strand-specific da-
tasets obtained from NC and whole-embryo nuclei using the
seqMINER platform (Ye et al., 2011). Linear enrichment clus-
tering of RNA-seq outputs was computed genome-wide over
ATAC_enhancer peaks (±1.5 kb from the center) (Figure 6B).
We have identified two distinct cohesive clusters of CRMs (one
on each strand) with clear patterns of short eRNA bidirectional
transcription in NC nuclei, but not in whole-embryo nuclear or
ribosomal samples (clusters 1 and 2; 17,071 CRMs; Figure 6B).
Themerged profile for clusters 1 and 2 indicated a similar enrich-
ment in divergent transcription of ATAC_enhancer regions in NC
versus whole-embryo nuclear samples (Figure 6C). A third clus-
ter (cluster 3; 2,561 CRMs) with similar ‘‘architecture’’ (divergent
transcription in NC nuclei only; Figure 6B), included elements
transcribed across longer regions surrounding the ATAC-peaks
and most likely contained long intergenic non-coding RNAs
(lincRNAs), transcribed transposons, and enhancers. To quantify
the enrichment at ATAC_enhancer regions between NC and
whole-embryo nuclear samples, we plotted the values for diver-
gent transcription and calculated Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients for different k-means clusters. We show that values for
‘‘NC-specific’’ clusters 1–3 (RCl1 = 0.23, RCl2 = 0.39, and RCl3 =
0.02; Figure 6D) are significantly offset from the coefficient for
all clusters (Rall = 0.75; Figure 6D). Other identified clusters con-
tained non-transcribed elements or ‘‘ubiquitous’’ elements, tran-
scribed in both whole-embryo and NC nuclei or even detected in
the ribosomal compartment (Figure S6A). Interestingly, while the
median value of ATAC-seq read density on transcribed (clusters
1–3) and non-transcribed regions (cluster 4) is similar, there is aFigure 5. Strand-Specific Nuclear RNA Profiles Reveal Divergent Tran
(A) Genome browser screenshot illustrating antisense transcription (red arrows) a
jam), but not at the housekeeping locus gapdh (red arrowhead).
(B) Scatterplot of raw counts mapped to open promoter at TSS from NC (top) an
bidirectional transcripts (14,295, nc; 5,383, bactin) out of total elements in paren
(C and D) Heatmap depicting k-means clustering of strand-specific transcription a
3,370 elements on the ‘‘+’’ strand in D) using linear normalization and correspon
blue) and indicated by either blue dots in NC or black dots in bactin nuclear data
(E and F) Scatterplot quantification of enrichment in bidirectional transcription at T
correlation coefficient (r) for enriched k-clusters 1, 2, and 3 on the + strand (E) an
clusters are shown in black.greater variation in the ATAC-seq signal for the non-transcribed
elements (Figure S6B).
To study the tissue-specific activity of CRMs in clusters 1 and
2, we defined the level of NC-specific divergent transcription as
the ratio (fold change [FC]) in transcriptional output (total
fragments per kilobase per million mapped reads [FPKM] over
ATAC_enhancer peaks) between NC (sox10) and whole-embryo
(bactin) nuclear samples. Ranking the FC values for all valid
CRMs (11,655 with FPKM > 1 for NC and bactin) (Figure 6E) re-
vealed three brackets of CRM activity (low, FC < 1; intermediate,
1 < FC < 5; high, FC > 5), corresponding to different levels of tis-
sue-specific eRNA enrichment. When annotated, we found that
CRMs associated with known NC genes (NC expression at
14–19 ss according to the ZFIN in situ database) are significantly
enriched in the intermediate and high FC brackets (1 < FC;
p < 0.001), unlike CRMs associated with ubiquitously expressed
or otic genes, which at these stages were not statistically signif-
icant (Figure 6E).
We used the Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations
Tool (GREAT) (McLean et al., 2010) to test if the collection of
CRMs identified as differentially transcribed in sox10-positive
nuclei harbored a NC regulatory signature. GREAT allows
assignment of functional significance to a set of non-coding
genomic regions by analyzing the annotations of nearby genes
and integrating statistically significant distal regulatory ele-
ments. GREAT analysis of clusters 1 and 2 (5,087 elements
with 1 < FC < 5; yellow box in Figure 6E) revealed an enrichment
of functional GO terms associated with biological processes
related to NC and otic placode formation (Figure 6F). This re-
flects the expression of ncBirA(BAC) at 16–18 ss in migrating
and differentiating NC cells, as well as the otic placode (Figures
1G and 1H). This highly specific enrichment of NC-associated
GO terms obtained using a whole genome as background was
statistically significant by both binomial and hypergeometric
tests (Benjamini p < 0.01). Highlighted terms included NC devel-
opment/migration as well as biological processes covering the
entire complement of NC derivatives (e.g., glia, pigment cells,
sympathetic neurons, pectoral fin mesenchyme, and adrenal
gland NC contributions; Figure 6F). Therefore, the ensemble of
CRMs obtained from analysis of sox10 nuclei identifies a set of
active enhancers implicated in migrating and differentiating
NC in vivo.
Tight tissue-specific expression of key developmental regula-
tors is thought to result from the combinatorial activity of multiple
cis-regulatory elements. When annotated, expressed genes
associated with NC CRMs from clusters 1 and 2 were rankedscription
t active promoters of newly actively transcribed genes (ATAC peaks, jazzberry
d bactin (bottom) nuclear samples split by strand (+/). Number of TSSs with
theses.
t TSSs of actively transcribed genes (3,871 elements on the ‘‘’’ strand in C and
ding raw counts scatterplots. Bidirectionally transcribed TSSs are boxed (light
set. Cell-type-specific elements are indicated in red.
SSs between NC and bactin nuclei for +/ strand normalized counts. Pearson
d k-clusters 4 and 5 on the  strand (F) presented in different colors. Control
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Figure 6. Analysis of Nuclear RNA Pools
Reveals Bidirectional Transcription of
Enhancers and Promoters as Unique Tis-
sue-Specific Signature in the Nucleus
(A) Genome browser screenshot within ets1 locus
illustrating bidirectional transcription detected in
NC nuclear but not ribosomal or bactin nuclear
samples. Transcription within putative NC-specific
CRMs is boxed in red.
(B) Heatmap depicting k-means linear enrichment
clustering of strand-specific transcription across
non-coding regions of open chromatin (ATAC
peaks) in NC and bactin nuclear or ribosomal da-
tasets.
(C) Mean density map of merged profiles for
k-clusters 1 and 2 (from B) for NC and bactin
transcripts.
(D) Scatterplot of transcriptional output between
NC and bactin nuclear datasets for k-clusters: all
ten clusters (black), clusters 1 (green), 2 (orange),
and 3 (purple) (from B). Pearson correlation (r) is
shown in the inset.
(E) Quantification of transcription from k-cluster
1 and 2 elements between NC and bactin nuclear
dataset, ranked according to FC. Color dots
represent annotated CRMs of known NC genes.
(F) GOs obtained by GREAT with transcribed
elements for k-clusters 1 and 2.
(G) Genes ranked by AFC. Genes ranked beyond
inflexion point listed with known involvement in
NC development (red), otic placode/vesicle
(green), or both (purple).by the number of associated CRMs, we found that highly regu-
lated loci, defined as those falling beyond the inflection point
on the plot (Figure S6C), were controlled by at least three ele-
ments. A cumulative frequency graph showed that 25% of
loci were associated with three or more CRMs (Figure S6D).
The use of multiple enhancers to control the same locus
may seem redundant, but their action on expression level is
often thought to be additive (Arner et al., 2015). To uncover
key NC regulators under the control of identified enhancers,
we computed the additive fold change (AFC) as a sum of
FCs of all active NC CRMs assigned to a given locus and
ranked the loci according to their AFC value (total 4,767
genes). We then analyzed a set of highly regulated loci434 Cell Reports 19, 425–440, April 11, 2017defined by AFC value falling beyond
the inflection point (Figure 6G). These
included genes coding for known TFs
involved in specification of NC, ecto-
dermal placodes, or both (Figure 6G)
(Grocott et al., 2012; Simo˜es-Costa and
Bronner, 2015). In addition to a number
of TFs involved in NC derivative fates
(ascl and ash in sympathetic neurons,
neurogenin/lhx2b/her6/sox11a/irx4a in
sensory neurons, and sall1a/irx1 in pecto-
ral fin mesenchyme or gli2a in adrenal
lineage), predominant categories include
previously described signaling and cell-adhesion molecules involved in NC migration (e.g., eph/ephrin,
neuropilin/sema, wnt, and sdf1/cxcr4). Given that the analyzed
stage (16–18 ss) marks both migration and differentiation steps
in NC ontogeny, a significant number of highly active loci encode
for downstream effectors involved in terminal differentiation of
NCderivatives. These include neurexins (NRXNs) and neuroligins
(NLGNs), presynaptic cell-adhesionmolecules secreted by sym-
pathetic neurons, as well as erbb4, the neuregulin receptor
involved in the differentiation of NC-derived glia. A significant
number of highly regulated loci are transmembrane proteins
(e.g., tmed1, tmem229, bmctp1/2, flrt3, tmem132, and tenm3),
consistent with the fact that NC cells rely heavily on cell-cell in-
teractions with each other and their environment.
A B
C
D
F
E
G
(legend on next page)
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This analysis provides an insight into the migratory and differ-
entiating NC regulatory programs, identifies a large number of
NC regulatory factors, and provides a genome-wide representa-
tion of their upstream regulatory control. A full list of highly regu-
lated NC loci is provided in Table S3.
Strand-Specific Profiling of NC RNA Landscapes in
Different Subcellular Localizations
Biotagging enabled us to analyze transcriptional landscapes in
different subcellular compartments within the same cell popula-
tions. The majority of gene expression studies use RNA from
whole cells, overlooking the compartment-specific RNA compo-
sition, which is poised to reveal processes controlling expres-
sion, localization, and processing of RNA in the cell. Comparison
of the bactin nuclear and bactin ribosomal datasets revealed sig-
nificant differences in intronic RNA levels, consistent with the
presence of immature transcripts in the nucleus and spliced
mRNAs on ribosomes (Figure 7A). DESeq2 analysis, using in-
trons of actively transcribed loci (ATAC_TSS set) as gene
models, identified a group of coding genes with high intronic
expression in nuclear, but not in ribosomal samples (Figure 7B).
Merged intronic transcriptional profiles clearly showed this dif-
ference (Figure 7C). We characterized transcriptional patterns
from different subcellular compartments at global scale (Fig-
ure S7A). The heatmaps obtained by clustering normalized data-
sets and visualizing them over coding regions indicated nearly
identical merged profiles between replicates. However, we de-
tected striking transcriptional pattern differences for nuclear
and ribosomal samples, with the nuclear reads being maintained
at similar levels over the entire gene body, characteristic of
pervasive transcription across intronic regions. Profiles from
FACS-purified whole NC cells, where the majority of transcripts
(>90%) are cytosolic, and ribosomal NC samples were similar.
They both feature a prominent central peak not seen in NC nu-
clear samples, which most likely corresponds to coding exons
(Figure S7A). Such analyses demonstrate that our biotagging
TRAP approach yields several-fold higher reads over coding
loci compared to the biotagging INTACT approach (Figure S7A).
We compared expressed gene content in nuclei and on ribo-
somes in the NC cell population. Quantifying absolute gene ac-
tivity (FPKM > 2) revealed a major overlap in transcribed gene
content between the two subcellular compartments: 20% of
transcripts were found only in nuclei, and <2% were found only
on ribosomes of NC cells (Figure 7D). The vast majority of tran-
scripts correspond to protein-coding genes (72% in the nuclear
pool and 90% in the ribosome pool). Further examinations un-Figure 7. Comparative Genome-wide Profiles of Nuclear and Ribosoma
in Transcriptional Structure
(A) Genome browser screenshot illustrating intron retention in bactin nuclear, bu
(B) Heatmap from differential expression analysis comparing intronic transcripts
(C) Genome-wide additive expression profile of all differentially enriched introns la
(D) NC nuclear and ribosomal transcriptomes show significant overlap with 13,8
(E) Pie chart of nuclear- or ribosome-specific RNA species (top) and their respec
used in both the pie chart and the bar plot. In the bar plot, color and black bars c
(F) Heatmap of TEs expressed in a tissue-specific and dynamic fashion across
expressing exported TEs (right) are shown.
(G) Heatmap of differentially expressed lncRNAs in NC versus bactin nuclei. G
sample.
436 Cell Reports 19, 425–440, April 11, 2017covered a nuclear-specific demography consisting of regulatory
RNAs that include small nucleolar RNA (snoRNAs), small nuclear
RNA (snRNAs), primary microRNAs (miRNAs), 5 Svedberg units
(s) rRNA, and antisense RNAs. In contrast, lncRNAs were equally
represented in nuclei and ribosomes (Figure 7E). Unlike most
cellular RNAs (Izaurralde and Mattaj, 1995), mature snoRNAs
are not exported to the cytoplasm but remain to function in the
nucleus (Terns et al., 1995). Thus, detection of snoRNAs in the
nuclear samples further validates our approach. FPKM bar plots
demonstrate clear differences in expression levels of represen-
tative nuclear compartment-specific RNA species (Figure 7E).
Similar tendencies in subcellular-compartment-specific RNA
content and diversity were observed in bactin subpopulation
(Figures S7B and S7C). Thus, biotagging allows the investigation
of gene expression at the tissue-specific and subcellular-
compartment level.
Identification of Developmentally RegulatedNon-coding
RNAs that May Contribute to Tissue-Specific Gene
Regulation
Since non-coding RNAs often overlap protein-coding regions on
the opposite strand, strand-specific nuclear transcriptional
profiling enables powerful analyses of the non-coding RNA land-
scape. More than 50% of the zebrafish genome sequence is
seeded by type I and type II DNA transposable elements (TEs)
(Howe et al., 2013). Although sometimes considered ‘‘junk’’
DNA, recent work suggests that TEs are involved in rewiring
gene regulatory interactions during development (Gifford et al.,
2013; Sundaram et al., 2014). Several studies have surveyed
transcriptomes for TEs but often failed to recover tissue-specific
TE transcription (Faulkner et al., 2009). A recent study using cor-
relation of expression patterns across 18 different tissue types
reveals systematic associations of particular TEs with certain tis-
sues (Pavlicev et al., 2015).
We used our cardiomyocyte and NC datasets, along with
ubiquitous controls at corresponding stages (16–18 ss and
26–30 hpf), to investigate whether TE expression is developmen-
tally regulated. Differential expression analysis of all annotated
classes of TEs in zebrafish across different datasets revealed
that a number of TEs was expressed in a tissue-specific fashion
and detected over a very broad spectrum of expression levels
(Figure 7F). Several classes of differentially expressed TEs (i.e.,
ERVN1-I, ERV1-N2-I, NGARO1, and ZFERV-2-LTR) enriched in
NC nuclei compared to the bactin samples were not found in
ribosomal samples, suggesting that those elements are tran-
scribed, but not exported. Given their relatively low expressionl Transcripts in the sox10-Positive Subpopulation Reveal Differences
t not ribosomal, samples.
from bactin ribosomal and nuclear sample.
rger than 30 kb, plotted based on intron read counts mapped per million reads.
76 common annotated transcripts.
tive FPKM values (bottom). The same color-code legend for RNA species was
orrespond to FPKM values from nuclear and ribosomal samples, respectively.
different samples. Low-level-expressing enhancer TEs (left) and high-level-
reen frame, NC-specific lncRNAs expressed at negligent levels in the bactin
levels, such NC-specific TEs may primarily function as en-
hancers (Pavlicev et al., 2015). In contrast, we uncovered a set
of TEs that were transcribed at very high levels in NC but de-
tected mostly in the ribosomal compartment, suggesting these
rapidly exported TEs are likely contained within mature coding
transcripts and unlikely to act in cis (e.g., ERV1-N2-LTR, DIRS-
N1, and GYPSY39-I). We identified a group of elements (CR1-
10, GYPSY13-I, GYPSY68-I, and ERV1-1-LTR) transcribed at
high levels specifically in cardiomyocytes. Thus, TE expression
appears to be developmentally regulated in both a cell-type
and subcellular-compartment manner.
Landmark studies that identified and characterized lncRNAs
using large-scale transcriptomics and histone chromatin immu-
noprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) have thrust these mole-
cules into the spotlight as potential fine-tuners of gene expres-
sion (Guttman et al., 2009) by forming molecular scaffolds to
recruit chromatin regulators (Wang et al., 2011). Some recent re-
ports suggest that lncRNA production, rather than the lncRNA
transcripts themselves, influences gene expression of neigh-
boring genes in cis (Engreitz et al., 2016). Additional studies at-
tempting to dissect the biology of lncRNAs have highlighted
the importance of cellular compartmentalization. While lncRNAs
were initially described as present in nuclei (Derrien et al., 2012),
the use of ribosome footprinting in genome-wide studies made it
evident that lncRNAs can associate with ribosomes (Guttman
et al., 2013; Ingolia et al., 2014). By showing that transcripts
associated with ribosomes may not be translated into proteins
but could be regulating or be regulated by the process of trans-
lation, such findings have challenged the central dogma of trans-
lation on ribosomes as a one-way process.
Our biotagging approach is well suited to exploring questions
involving lncRNA function and localization. As proof of concept,
we have quantified known zebrafish lncRNAs (Pauli et al., 2012),
identifying lncRNAs that were differentially regulated between
cell types and compartments. We identified 51 differentially ex-
pressed lncRNAs (p < 0.05) in the myl7 versus bactin nuclei
(26–30 hpf; Figure S7E) and 111 lncRNAs differentially ex-
pressed in sox10 nuclei (versus bactin nuclei; 16–18 ss; Fig-
ure 7G). Only three lncRNAs were detected when comparing
sox10 versus bactin ribosomal pools (16-18ss; data not shown).
NC- and myocardial-specific lncRNA sets contain 14 common
lncRNAs (Figure S7F), but these mostly represent highly ex-
pressed species found in NC and whole embryos at earlier
stages (16–18 ss) that are downregulated in differentiating
myocardium at 26–30 hpf. The majority of unique non-overlap-
ping NC-specific lncRNAs represent highly expressed specif-
ically enriched species (Figure 7G, framed). Our results on
migrating NC show that lncRNAs can be found on ribosomes
as described previously, but developmentally regulated lncRNAs
aremore likely to be enriched in nuclei. Therefore, our biotagging
approach in zebrafish offers a better means to identify cell-type-
specific lncRNAs and provides the subcellular resolution
required for studies of their biological function in development.
Conclusions
Deciphering the intricacies of developmental programs in spe-
cific cell types requires the ability to isolate defined, small sub-
populations from their in vivo context. Our binary genetic toolkitenables in vivo biotinylation of proteins in defined compartments
(nuclei and ribosomes) and cell populations of interest, permit-
ting the isolation of biotinylated proteins and their interacting
molecular components with high stringency. Although typical
genome-wide assays require large amounts of starting material,
the stringency, negligible background, and minimal variability of
the biotagging toolkit enable us to robustly identify even unstable
RNA species from specific cell subpopulations of the developing
embryo (cardiomyocytes, 400 cells per embryo; NC, 2,000
cells per embryo). No complex amplification schemes were
required for transcriptome profiling. The biotagging toolkit pre-
sented here, containing seven tissue-specific and four ubiqui-
tous BirA driver lines, as well as the five ubiquitous Avi-effectors
(see Table S1), can easily be expanded using BirA constructs
featuring BirA open reading frame (ORF) donors for generation
of new drivers by either BAC recombineering or conventional
plasmid transgenesis. Together, the toolkit enables epigenomic,
transcriptional, and proteomic profiling of individual cell types
within the heterogeneous context of developing embryos or ze-
brafish models of human disease.
As the versatility and modularity of the biotagging toolkit
allows the rapid isolation of RNA species from compartments
of specific cell types, we used it to characterize nuclear and ribo-
somal transcriptomes frommigrating NC cells and differentiating
cardiomyocytes at different stages of development. At 16–18 ss,
genome-wide chromatin accessibility assays show that the
nuclei of both the NC and the majority of the early embryo pre-
sent a broad open chromatin architecture, resulting in pervasive
divergent transcription. We find that this phenomenon is more
prominent in NC than in whole-embryo nuclei at early stages of
development, consistent with their stem cell-like nature. Canon-
ical differential expression analyses across coding loci of total
nuclear transcriptomes in NC versus whole embryo did not
recover a clear NC transcriptional profile, further supporting
this idea. Similar analysis of myl7 nuclear samples at the later
developmental stage (26–30 hpf) clearly recovered the cardio-
myocyte transcriptional signature.
Interestingly, we discovered that tissue-specific gene regula-
tory logic is encrypted in nuclear transcriptomes primarily at
the level of CRMs (enhancers) and other non-coding species
(lncRNAs and transposons). By quantifying bidirectional tran-
scription of enhancers, detected specifically in NC, but not in
whole-embryo nuclei, we uncovered the ensemble of putative
CRMs controlling NC identity at 16–18 ss. Thus, using the bio-
tagging approach, we gained a holistic insight into the regulatory
landscape and transcriptional signature of migrating NC cells.
This study highlights how a cohort of non-coding elements ex-
pressed in the nucleus modulates NC gene regulatory program,
demonstrating that more than the transcription of protein-coding
genes shapes the migratory NC identity.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Zebrafish Husbandry
This study was carried out in accordance to procedures authorized by the UK
Home Office in accordance with UK law (Animals [Scientific Procedures] Act
1986) and the recommendations in theGuide for theCare andUseof Laboratory
Animals. Adult fishweremaintainedasdescribedpreviously (Westerfield, 2000).Cell Reports 19, 425–440, April 11, 2017 437
Generation of Biotagging Toolkit
Constructs (plasmid and BAC) for generating biotagging transgenic lines
(now available from Addgene) were co-injected with tol2 mRNA into one-
cell-stage zebrafish embryos. Injected F0s were raised and screened for
founders. Positive F1s grown to reproductive age were crossed for bio-
tagging experiments.
Nuclei and Polysomal Isolation
100–350 embryos per experiment were washed and lysed in hypotonic buffer
for nuclei isolation or optimized Cell Lysis Buffer for polysomal isolation using
a Dounce homogenizer. Lysates were cleared by centrifugation, and nuclei or
polysome pellets were washed using buffers specifically adapted to each
procedure and incubated with Streptavidin magnetic beads. The bead-nuclei
or bead-polysome complexes were captured using a flow-based setup
(nuclei) or magnetic separation setup (polysomes) and lysed for total RNA
extractions.
Library Preparation and Next Generation Sequencing
Non-directional sequencing libraries were built using NEBNext Ultra RNA li-
brary kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs) starting from poly(A)-selected
RNA transcripts. Directional RNA-sequencing libraries were prepared using
Stranded RNA-Seq Library Preparation Kit (KAPA Biosystems) starting from
ribo-depleted total nuclear RNA or polysomal RNA. Next generation
sequencing (NGS) was performed on HiSeq2500 or Nextseq500 Illumina
platforms.
Bioinformatics Processing
ATAC-Seq
Trimmed reads were mapped using bowtie (v.1.0.0) as described previously
(Buenrostro et al., 2013). Peak calling was performed using MACS2 with
–nomodel and –slocal 1,000 parameters (Zhang et al., 2008).
RNA-Seq
After mapping, compressed binary version of the sequence alignment/map
(BAM) files were split according to strand using custom scripts available at
https://github.com/tsslab/biotagging/. Differential expression analyses were
performed using DESeq2 (coding genes, introns, and lncRNAs) (Love et al.,
2014) and using the rank product non-parametric method (TEs) (Go¨ke et al.,
2015). GSEAs were performed using the Piano package (Va¨remo et al.,
2013) and functional classifications using the Panther system (http://www.
pantherdb.org/). Statistical overrepresentation was calculated using hyper-
geometric and exact Fisher’s tests (Mi et al., 2013).
k-means Clustering
k-means clustering of ATAC_TSS or ATAC_enhancer elements based on
sox10 nuclear, bactin nuclear, and sox10 polysomal strand-specific RNA-
seq patterns was performed using the seqMINER platform (Ye et al., 2011).
Ranking NC-Specific CRMs
NC-specific CRMs were ranked according to their FC value, computed as the
ratio of FPKM expression value in sox10 and bactin sample for each ATAC_en-
hancer feature. These CRMs were assigned to the proximal expressed gene
targets using bedtools andGREAT (McLean et al., 2010). AFC, used to quantify
the effect of multiple enhancers, was computed as a sum of FCs of all active
CRMs assigned to a given locus. Functional analysis of identified CRMs was
performed using GREAT and statistical significance computed by both bino-
minal and hypergeometric tests (McLean et al., 2010).
A detailed description of the toolkit construction and validation, optimized
isolation protocols with specific buffer compositions and parameters for bioin-
formatics processing, including k-means analyses, are available in Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures.
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